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<h1>Information for Fresher Students test</h1>
<p>[showhideheadings]</p>
<h3>Junior and Senior Fresh Single Honours (SH)
</h3>
<p>The study of English is concerned with the history and practices of writing in English and encompasses literary works spanning English, Anglo-Irish, American and emerging postcolonial cultures. It aims to develop a thorough knowledge of the history of these literatures while also enabling students to develop a sophisticated critical consciousness and an awareness of critical and cultural theory. Compared to English literature (JH) students, English studies students study literature in terms of developing genres (Poetry, the Novel, Theatre) and they also cover a longer historical range, including literature from before 1400.
<h3>Junior and Senior Fresh Two Subject Moderatorship (TSM)</h3>
<p>English literature covers a broad range of literatures written in the English language, from Chaucer to the present day. The aim of the course is to help students acquire a thorough knowledge of the history of differing literatures while also enabling them to develop a sophisticated critical consciousness and an awareness of critical and cultural theory. While TSM students cover all the principal areas of literatures in English, the course is less extensive than that of the single honor programme, with less emphasis on the development of genres, and a concentration on the modern period (post 1400).  Starting with the 2019-2020 intake, TSM will be replaced with the new Joint Honors structure. </p>
<p>[/showhideheadings][showhideheadings] 
<h3>Fresher Course Structure </h3>
  
<table border="0"  class="table-zebra-bordered">
    <tr>
    <td><strong>Junior Fresh Single Honours (SH) </strong></td>
    <td height="28"><strong>Junior Fresh Two Subject Moderatorship (TSM) </strong></td>
  </tr>
  <tr>
    <td width="345">Compulsory Modules (12) </td>
    <td width="345" height="28">Compulsory Modules (6) </td>
  </tr>
  <tr>
    <td><strong>Senior Fresh Single Honours (SH)</strong></td>
    <td><strong>Senior Fresh Two Subject Moderatorship (TSM) </strong></td>
  </tr>
  <tr>
    <td>Compulsory Modules  (10) </td>
    <td>Compulsory Modules  (4) </td>
  </tr>
  <tr>
    <td>Optional Choice Modules - Students must choose (2) options, one for each term. </td>
    <td>Optional Choice Modules - Students must choose (2) options, one for each term. </td>
  </tr>
</table>
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<ul class="lay cols  widths-1o2-2up guts-1up child-heights-fill">
<li> [link-quick href='../../undergraduate/fresher/junior-fresh-handbook.pdf' title='Junior Fresh Handbook 2019-20' color='primary'] </li>
<li> [link-quick href='../../undergraduate/fresher/senior-fresh-handbook.pdf' title='Senior Fresh Handbook 2019-20' color='primary'] </li>
<li>[link-quick href='reading-lists-2019-20/index.php' title='Reading Lists/Module Descriptions <br />
  2019-20' color='primary']</li>
<li>[link-quick href='../../assets/pdf/style-sheet-update-2018-19.pdf' title="Style Sheet" color='primary']</li>
<li>[link-descriptive href="https://my.tcd.ie/" title="Timetable 2019-20" summary="In order to access your timetable, please login to your my.tcd account" color='primary'] </li>
<li> [link-quick href='prizes.php' title='Prizes 2019-20' color='primary'] </li>
<li>[link-quick href='../../assets/pdf/junior-fresh-esssay-guidelines-2018-19.pdf' title='Junior Fresh Essay Guidelines' color='primary']</li>
</ul>
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